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‘Investing in Innovation for Climate Resilience’ Initiative 2013-16 Launches
July 24, 2013, Atlanta, GA, Innovation Center for Climate Resilience (ICCR) --- Welcome! Let me say
first of all what a privilege it is for Chamber of Eco Commerce to have this opportunity to lead this global
initiative and work with our valued like-minded Partners across continents. As of today, our international
network include almost one thousand leaders and their organizations across the planet.
Let me also say how pleased I am to see so many people from the private, public, and voluntary sectors
committed to ‘tackle the Climate Risk for Business’, and a special thank you to our valued sponsors who
have the key role of funding innovation for climate resilience. I welcome all of you, who have agreed to work
with us in understanding the need for effective and efficient collaboration in ‘Business Innovation’ that can be
adopted by individuals and organizations. The shared expertise and experience from companies, industries,
and communities is critical to our collective success.
At Innovation Center for Climate Resilience (ICCR), we believe economic development, social, and
environment responsibility starts from the view that each of us has responsibilities we owe to each other,
which when executed will result in new profits and jobs, and positively impact the well being of people and
communities.
Nature disrupts business and commerce - the physical damage to offices and commercial buildings,
industrial plants, communications networks, utility grids, streets and highways, sewer systems, and other
business infrastructure, not to mention lost sales, productivity and wages. In addition, the global population
is expected to reach between 7.5 and 10.5 billion by 2050. Some analysts have questioned the sustainability
of further world population growth, citing the growing pressures on the environment, global food supplies,
and energy resources. We must act today. We do not have a choice. We have to optimize efficiencies,
reduce waste, and develop human capital, to mitigate risk.
In our theme - ‘Investing in Innovation for Climate Resilience’ - we look forward to hearing from eminent
experts, of their experience and draw on latest opportunities to ensure access to funding and customers for
our partner projects. We all view investment is a critical component to innovation and the long term success
of building Climate Resilience for Business.
Business excellence now should include Eco Innovation not as an add-on used in “side shows” but should
be a core discipline of what companies do to make a difference in the success of their own business,
employment, community, and environment. Education excellence should include STEM and
Entrepreneurship. At ICCR we would like to see more discussion and action on how we can work together to
accomplish more. As always our focus should be on education, developing human capital and the SMART
solution for business today: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-Bound - and a recognition
that the good economy, the good society and the good environment go together.
This can happen through investing in new technology for conservation of energy and resources, cleaner
production, and protection and improvement of the environment. The importance of access to funding here
cannot be underemphasized – When you fail to have adequate access to funding - in a free and competitive
market, then the innovator/ entrepreneur is undercut; which results in business degeneration instead of
business regeneration. This is a downward spiral where competition is based on who can undercut whom from good to bad to worse practices. The result of which is not a win-win but a lose - lose situation – where
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everyone suffers – industries close down and workers lose their jobs. And the story repeats itself. I am sure
you are all aware of this cycle.
Access to funding should not be seen as a barrier or challenge but a necessary tool to ensure access to a
competitive global market and to end inefficient practice from taking an advantage by competing on quality
and cost cutting.
We are confident in the role of ICCR, as a collaboration platform for investment and innovation and business
and economic development. Our fast growing international network of community based partners monitors
and highlights the best in class solutions and practices as a way of accelerating technology transfer
delivering deal-flow to investors and open new markets for innovators. ICCR would like to be seen as an
active enabler to innovators and investors. And we would like us all to work together to jointly lead to
technology recommendations to small to large companies and governments for effective and efficient
solutions supported by all stakeholder groups.
During the next years we will open new Climate Resilience and Climate Finance Hubs in major regions
including emerging economies - focusing on cleaner production and conservation of energy, materials, and
natural resources for a higher quality of living. The aim is to create economically vibrant, socially equitable
and environmentally supportive communities - stronger economies and healthier environments and to
ensure that Business Innovation is scaled up.
For ICCR, this is seen as one of many in the future for a positive Global flow of new technology, ideas and
information together with growing international understanding and co-operation with the goal of accelerating
access to funding to build local, national and global economies, and protecting the environment.
The emphasis is co-operation that mobilizes the investment, knowledge and the power of science and
innovation in new technologies; and that uses market mechanisms as well as social and cultural
mechanisms to give incentives to change the way businesses operate; that promotes greater personal and
social responsibility in our everyday lives; And all this can be supported by sustained public and private
investment in Innovation.
The global Eco Commerce is growing fast. Industries and companies have the opportunity to compete for
these markets. To build partnerships that bring together our investors and innovators, governments and
NGOs to look at the development of Eco Commerce and market, social and cultural solutions for the
economy and environment.
So let me conclude as we start this joint initiative today, by saying that I am optimistic about our future.

•

Optimistic because of your commitment today.

•

Optimistic because there is a beginning of change which can lead to greater opportunities for all
stakeholders.

•

Optimistic because we at ICCR believe that each of us - leaders and learners from businesses, academia,
governments, non-profits and NGOs - are ready to work together to help ensure our future prosperity and
success not just in our economy, but in communities where we operate.

•

... and YES, I will drop the ‘A Bomb‘ - my version of the Atomic Bomb! We have to take Action today to
improve Access to finance, Adapt to Climate Risk, Allocate more resources for Climate Resilience
Disaster Preparedness & Recovery, Adopt new technology, Acquire expertise to mitigate risk, and
Accelerate collaborative knowledge transfer Across continents.

We Appreciate your support, we welcome you all and look forward to working more closely with you!
Minna LeVine
CEO
Chamber of Eco Commerce, CEC
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About Us
Founded in 2009, the Chamber of Eco Commerce (CEC) is a USA based for-profit business venture, a fast
growing international B2B network.
The CEC has a new approach to leverage technology, financing, transform business, and catalyze change.
We have concluded and distilled our key success factors into four distinct practices: 1. We have the
ambition, know-how and courage to deliver innovation, transform businesses, and accept responsibility for
achieving the results we seek; 2. We engage others in our compelling projects and initiatives, adding shared
value to all; 3. We empower innovators, business people, entrepreneurs, corporate intrapreneurs, investors
and philanthropists with actionable knowledge to enable collaboration; 4. We use and target a variety of
tools to create change, including unconventional ones, from outside the for-profit sector; 5. We create and
deliver actionable knowledge to improve effectiveness and to influence the behavior of others.
With our Portfolio of Innovations, Projects, and Initiatives, we are uniquely positioned to take advantage of
the opportunities and challenges presented by new-technology which simply put is to - connect highly
motivated innovators, business people, investors, and philanthropists, to catalyze sustainable new business
models and transform companies and communities. With both sides of the equation our efficient scalable
platform manages and engages the parties with information, transactions, business management and
education. Our focus is on expanding our portfolio of partner projects, and to position our web based
Technology Transfer and Investment Hubs in key locations worldwide. We are a technology and
management consulting and investment company, serving our partners and customers with our portfolio of
speed-to-market technologies and solutions.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
We feel that it is our obligation to take care of the environment, and to contribute to the work of ensuring that
the coming generations are able to have healthy living conditions and fresh water. We are focused on
providing solutions that help mitigate, adapt, manage and respond to natural and man-made risk and
minimize waste and pollution.
Our partner projects and initiatives contribute to economic growth and poverty eradication and create shared
value to all. We support the implementation of the United Nations Development Goals by providing better
living conditions, creating new jobs and sustainable business models, and developing human capital.
We believe that with the right partners the private sector can significantly contribute to the development of
new and underserved markets worldwide. Our goal is to help organizations that face significant barriers to
growth become profitable and sustainable businesses. We bridge the gap and bring the benefits of new
technology to market. With the assistance of our stakeholders and partners, we can accelerate the transfer
of new technology to better serve organizations and communities worldwide.
Our 2013-16 initiatives entitled, ‘Build Business Back Better’ and ‘Investing in Innovation for Climate
Resilience’ aim to help businesses build and rebuild their business and areas affected by the latest natural
and man made disasters, and ‘A Call to Action to Improve STEM for K-12’ providing practical solutions for
business and people - to those who need it most.
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